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Abstract:
Studying the fine-scale linkages between the foraging behaviour of top predators and marine habitat features is
essential in order to better understand the effects of environmental change on these predators. We report how Antarctic
penguins utilize the marine environment at a fine scale using recently developed animal-borne cameras and GPS data
loggers. The cameras (83 g; Little Leonardo) collected depth data every second and image data every 4 seconds over a
12 h period. The GPS loggers (92 g; Little Leonardo) recorded geographical position and depth data every second up to
40 hours. Sea ice and bathymetry appeared to be major determinants of fine-scale foraging behaviour of both Adelie
and chinstrap penguins breeding at Signy Island, South Orkney Islands, Antarctica. Image data from the camera loggers
suggest that the presence / absence of pack-ice affected the vertical distribution of Antarctic krill, which in turn affected
the diving depth of foraging penguins. Fine-scale bird position data from GPS loggers suggest that some of the tracked
penguins concentrated their foraging effort on a relatively small near-shore area, characterized by irregular bottom
topography. These penguins repeatedly performed dives reaching to the sea floor, possibly feeding efficiently on prey
trapped on the sea floor. These results highlight the applicability of bio-logging systems in determining key habitat
features important to foraging and reproduction of marine top predators.
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Abstract:
We use computer simulations to explore the use of conventional, pop-up and archival tag data types in fisheries stock
assessment using Atlantic bluefin tuna as a test case. In particular we explore how the number of tags used; the
position of their deployment, (where applicable) reporting rates; and the inclusion of supplementary data from otolith
microchemistry affect estimates of fishing mortality and stock-size. Several important points emerge. The Atlantic
bluefin example is a particularly challenging case because two stocks are mixed over a significant proportion of their
ranges. Without genetic determination, the stock of origin of each marked fish is unknown, meaning that its movements
must be modeled as being on either stock type and introducing big uncertainties into movement rates themselves, and
also what stock-specific fishing mortalities are.
With respect to both fish-marking and reporting-rates, the basic
lesson is that it is necessary to have as much representative coverage spatially – fish marked and recovered over as
much of the stock distribution as possible. For the purpose of stock assessment the single most important parameter of
interest is fishing mortality in the assessment. Failure to recover or mark fish in particular areas mean that significant
fishing mortality events go unaccounted for in the model’s assessment of the stock numbers and fishing mortality rates.
While the Atlantic bluefin tuna case is a difficult one, if the intention is to use tagging in fisheries assessments
representative sampling and recovery rates must receive considerable attention.
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